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Abstract
Polarization and the marketplace for impres-001
sions have conspired to make navigating in-002
formation online difficult for users, and while003
there has been a significant effort to detect false004
or misleading text, multimodal datasets have005
received considerably less attention. To com-006
plement existing resources, we present multi-007
modal Video Misleading Headline (VMH), a008
dataset that consists of videos and whether an-009
notators believe the headline is representative010
of the video’s contents. After collecting and011
annotating this dataset, we analyze multimodal012
baselines for detecting misleading headlines.013
Our annotation process also focuses on why an-014
notators view a video as misleading, allowing015
us to better understand the interplay of annota-016
tors’ background and the content of the videos.017

1 Introduction018

Social media platforms are used by half of U.S.019

adults for everyday news consumption, according020

to Walker and Matsa (2021). They have even sup-021

planted television as the most common purveyor of022

news (Wakefield, 2016). However, content created023

on these online platforms are often lower quality024

than traditional sources and more prone to false025

stories. Vosoughi et al. (2018) contend that false026

news spreads six times faster online than offline.027

This work focuses on one part of this problem:028

does a video headline match its content. We call029

this misleading video headline detection. In text,030

this is referred to as incongruent headline detec-031

tion (Chesney et al., 2017) and is an important032

problem because the headline is the first step to a033

reader accessing content (dos Rieis et al., 2015).034

While there have been efforts to identify mislead-035

ing information by analyzing textual content in036

the headline, recent work has shown that users are037

more likely to believe fake news when it is accom-038

panied by videos (Wang et al., 2021).039

Hence, it is necessary to investigate content out-040

side the text (e.g., with videos) as it can help make041

VMH Dataset

Headline Clinton Says Trump “Making Up
Lies” About New FBI Review

Video https://www.facebook.
com/watch/?v=
10154955844338812

Label Misleading
Rationale The headline implies more than

what is introduced in the video.
Subrationale The headline exaggerates the

video content.

Annotator ID A2P8V5SKYLL5I4

Annotator Profile Ages 30-49, Black,
Democratic, Men, Post
college

Venue ABC News
Venue Kind Broadcast
Venue Credibility High
News Topic Politics
Headline Property Factual Statement
Transcript ...is already making up lies about

this he is doing his best to con-
fuse misleading and discourage the
American people

Table 1: VMH includes video headline, video, anno-
tator’s label, and rationales the label is grounded. In
the video, the part about “New FBI Review” was not
present, and thereby annotation is misleading because
the headline was implying more than the video content.

a more informed decision by directly analyzing the 042

relationship between the headline and the video. 043

To understand this new task, we create a new 044

dataset—Video Misleading Headline (VMH)—that 045

includes 2, 247 news articles labeled as representa- 046

tive or misleading (Section 2). A careful annotation 047

process captures not just whether videos are mis- 048

leading but why. We investigate videos, label ratio- 049

nales, and headline meta information (e.g., venues, 050

news topics, and headline properties) to analyze the 051

features that may contribute towards an instance be- 052

ing identified as misleading (Section 3). Section 4 053

shows that existing models fail to identify mislead- 054

ing video headlines, showing that this important 055

but difficult task requires further research in both 056
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the text and visual domains.057

A misleading headline is when the headline dis-058

torts the underlying content (Wei and Wan, 2017)059

and facts in the news body, leading the audience060

to imply more or less than what was actually pre-061

sented in the content. For example, in our task, the062

headline “Obama: I’m proud to be leaving without063

scandal” does not fully engage the video’s content064

because the headline exaggerates the view of the065

content; the video plays Obama’s speech that he066

left the administration without a significant scan-067

dal. This distortion makes detecting misleading068

video headlines even more arduous because the069

video content has to be integrated with the headline070

subtlety while assessing headline veracity.071

2 Video Misleading Heading Dataset VMH072

VMH consists of 2247 video posts from 2014 to073

2016. We focus on this period because it coincided074

with the 2016 US presidential election, which was075

rife with disinformation, and is distant enough from076

current events that we believe annotators can be077

more confident about determining whether claims078

are true; as even news organizations are not im-079

mune to false news (Starbird et al., 2019).080

We harvested Facebook video posts from Rony081

et al. (2017), where we manually filtered any video082

that exceeded five minutes or had low-quality video083

or sound. The resulting video posts (example in Ta-084

ble 1) come from fifty-two media venues including085

the most circulated print and broadcast media and086

unreliable media in the US (Listed in Appendix A087

from a trustworthy journalism perspective) (Edel-088

son et al., 2021; Samory et al., 2020).089

We further collect venue-related information090

such as venue credibility1 (e.g., High) and venue091

kind2 (e.g., Broadcast). Also, we manually as-092

signed news topics (e.g., Politics) inspired by News093

Areas3 to each headline. We create audio tran-094

scripts (also released in our dataset) using auto-095

matic speech recognition software4 whenever the096

video is accompanied by intelligible audio.097

2.1 Annotation098

We ask Mechanical Turkers to identify misleading099

video headlines (Snow et al., 2008). We inten-100

tionally assign the annotation task to laypersons101

1Mediabiasfactcheck site
2State of the News Media
3News Topics
4https://deepgram.com

to reflect the real-world misleading headline phe- 102

nomena. For each task, the annotator undergoes 103

two phases, labeling and rationale annotation. We 104

recruit three annotators per task (Chandler et al., 105

2014). 106

Label Annotation We structure the label annota- 107

tion task as a series of questions to help annotators 108

engage with the content of the headline and video 109

(Figure 1). Because headlines can take different 110

forms (statements of facts or opinions, questions, 111

etc.), we first ask the user to determine the form 112

of the headline. We refer to these forms as head- 113

line property in the sequel. They then engage with 114

the headline in different ways depending on the 115

headline property they selected (i.e., do they agree 116

with the headline, do they believe the fact is true, 117

etc.) (headline properties and associated questions 118

in Appendix C). This helps them build a mental 119

model of the content of the hypothetical video be- 120

fore viewing it. We adopted this format after initial 121

pilots indicated that merely asking if a video was 122

misleading is too ambiguous (pilot example in Ap- 123

pendix B). 124

After the annotator has built a mental model, we 125

ask the annotators to watch the video and answer 126

whether the information provided in the video is 127

consistent with the annotator’s mental model of 128

the video. If it is, then it suggests the video is 129

representative: it answered the question asked by 130

the headline, justified an opinion, or gave evidence 131

of a new event. 132

In contrast, if the video fails this check, we con- 133

clude that the headline is misleading. To reflect 134

the subtle difference in participants’ opinions, we 135

provide answer options that represent the levels of 136

veracity or agreement with the headline (e.g., True, 137

Mostly True, Mostly False, False, I don’t know). 138

For the translation to binary labels, we regard the 139

last three answers as misleading. 140

Rationale Annotation We then turn to the ratio- 141

nale annotation step. If their label is misleading, 142

we ask the annotators to provide justifications for 143

their decision (Figure 2). For example, when an an- 144

notator labels a headline as misleading and chooses 145

The headline does not cover all the content of the 146

video as their rationale for the label, a subrationale 147

is further used to reason the ways in which the 148

headline might not contain the content. 149

We offer pre-populated rationales to force ob- 150

jectivity in the annotator’s decision and exploit the 151
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Is the headline 
a statement or a question? 

Is the headline 
a factual statement or an opinionated statement or neither?

Based on your own 
knowledge, how would 

you rate the 
statement?

Do you have prior 
knowledge about the 

statement in the 
headline to make a 

judgment (e.g., 
agree/disagree) on the 

statement?

Write down what you 
expect to see in a 

video.

Watch the full Video

Based on the 
information provided 

in the video, how 
would you rate the 

statement? 

Assuming that the 
information provided 

by the video is correct, 
how would you rate the 

following statement?
The video justifies the 

opinion in the headline.

Assuming that the 
information provided 

by the video is correct, 
how would you rate the 

following statement?
The video talks about 

the statement.

Factual Opinionated Neither

Is the headline 
a factual question or an opinionated question?

Write down what you 
expect to see in a 

video.

Factual/Opinionated

Leading Misleading Leading Misleading

True Agree

Assuming that the information provided by the video is
correct, how would you rate the following statement? 

The information provided by the video helps you answer
the question in the headline.

Statement Question

False Disagree

Leading Misleading

Agree Disagree

Leading Misleading

Agree Disagree

Headline: Michelle Obama Gave a Speech to College Freshmen

Watch the full Video

Figure 1: In the annotation tree, the annotators first consider if the headline “Michelle Obama Gave a Speech to
College Freshmen" is a factual statement. Next, they answer the question, “Based on the information provided in
the video, how would you rate the statement?” Because the answer was False, the implied label is misleading. The
headline is indeed misleading because whether “College Freshmean” were present in the video is unclear, making it
impossible to assess the veracity.

rationales more systematically. For subrationales,152

wee allow the annotator to provide free-form text.153

Providing such annotations can improve not just154

data quality (Briakou and Carpuat, 2020)—by forc-155

ing the annotator to think about their reasoning—156

but also model accuracy (Zaidan et al., 2007) for157

natural language processing tasks. After the an-158

notation is complete, final annotations are deter-159

mined using a majority vote from the three anno-160

tators (Yang et al., 2015). We do not apply major-161

ity voting for subrationales that include free-form162

texts.163

2.2 Quality Control and Assessment164

Quality Control We control the quality of VMH165

to select good crowdworkers using their accuracy166

score on synthetically created accuracy check ques-167

tions and MACE score (Paun et al., 2018). Accu-168

racy check questions are synthetically created to169

be always misleading (obviously false). For each170

annotator, we calculate the ratio between the num-171

ber of correct answers and the number of accuracy172

check questions they answered (examples of accu-173

racy check questions in Appendix D).174

To determine which users are reliable and to 175

infer the labels annotators disagree on, we use a 176

latent variable model that explicitly estimates an 177

annotator’s accuracy. This model, MACE (Martín- 178

Morató et al., 2021) corrects for annotator-level 179

biases (an annotator might overly favor a particular 180

label, could have low overall accuracy, etc.). We 181

use the point estimates—mean—from the poste- 182

rior distributions of latent variables that stand for 183

the trustworthiness of each worker (details about 184

applying MACE to worker accuracy estimation in 185

Appendix D). 186

We run two annotation sessions to estimate and 187

accumulate qualified workers. In the initial session, 188

accuracy and MACE scores are considered to com- 189

bine working agreement with known and inferred 190

labels (Paun et al., 2018), thereby selectively filter- 191

ing less competent annotators. Crowdworkers are 192

invited back only if their accuracy (0.5) or MACE 193

score is high enough (0.6). Each threshold is em- 194

pirically assigned. This yields 88 and 13 qualified 195

workers from each metric (Figure 3). 196
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Was there anything other than what you expected in the video?

Yes No

What would make the headline 
misleading?

Please revise/rephrase the 
headline to become misleading.

Write anything in the video that 
you would have liked to be 
mentioned in the headline.

Misleading

Choose which option is correct about the video and the headline.

Leading

The headline does not 
cover all the content of 

the video.

The headline provides 
contradictory 

information of the 
video.

The headline implies 
more than what is 

introduced in the video.

Select why you thought 
this headline does not 
cover all the content of 
the video. If you have 
other reasons, please 

write them down. 

Select why you 
thought the headline 

implies more than 
what is introduced in 
the video. If you have 
other reasons, please 

write them down.

Select why you thought 
the headline provides 

contradictory 
information of the 

video. If you have other 
reasons, please write 

them down. 

• The headline chooses 
specific words that 
cannot be supported 
as fact.

• Some 
specific information 
from the video is not 
at all reflected in the 
headline.

• The headline is not 
providing related 
evidence for the video.

• The headline is 
completely off-topic.

• The headline 
exaggerates the video 
content.

• The headline uses an 
excessively definitive 
tone when the video is 
only suggesting the 
content.

Rationales

Sub-rationales

Figure 2: After label annotation, the annotators provide
grounding for the misleading labels. The figure shows
how rationales and subrationales are selected in a hier-
archical manner.

Quality Assessment We report Krippendorf’s α197

values following Toledo et al. (2019) to quantify198

annotation quality. Krippendorf’s α value of the199

three annotators who passed the accuracy score200

threshold are 0.57 for labels and 0.33 for rationales.201

The Krippendorf’s α values of the workers who202

were found to be competent according to the MACE203

score are 0.68 and 0.21. While the values exhibit204

moderate-to-low agreement, this is expected due205

to the inherent subjectivity of the annotation task206

(Daume III and Marcu, 2005).207

3 Dataset Analysis208

Out of 2,247 video headlines, 1,906 headlines are209

annotated as representative, while 341 headlines210

are annotated as misleading, suggesting a high-211

class imbalance. In this section, we investigate212
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Figure 3: The thresholds of accuracy ratio and MACE
Coefficient are manually assigned to ensure competent
workers are recruited after each annotation session.

various aspects of VMH to gain a deeper understand- 213

ing of features that could potentially contribute to 214

a headline being classified as misleading. We fur- 215

ther investigate the inherent qualities of VMH by 216

examining annotation patterns in different aspects. 217

Misleading Features Figure 4 suggests that the 218

venues TruTV and WeAreChange.org are strong 219

indicators for misleading headlines. Also, videos 220

from the Website venue (as opposed to traditional 221

media) are likely to be misleading (29%). This 222

suggests that the specific venue and the kind of 223

venue may help detect misleading headlines (see 224

Appendix E for more feature analyses). 225

Clickbait Misleading videos and clickbait both 226

have the same goal: to entice more people to click 227

on the underlying content. A reasonable hypothe- 228

sis is that they would use similar tricks to lure in 229

users. Thus, we reproduce the features found by 230

(Dhoju et al., 2019) to be associated with clickbait 231

headlines such as the number of demonstrative ad- 232

jectives, numbers, and WH-words (e.g., what, who, 233

how) for the headlines in VMH. Demonstrative ad- 234

jectives appear in misleading headlines (Table 2), 235

while numbers and superlative word features are 236

less frequent in our dataset. Numbers and modal 237

words appear in similar frequencies. Thus, mislead- 238

ing video headlines are not the same as clickbaits. 239
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(a) Venue Distribution

Broadcast Cable Newspaper Website
0
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66.3%

(b) Venue Kind Distribuution

Figure 4: The venues TruTV, WeAreChange.org and
venue kind Website were the strongest indicators of
misleading headlines. The red and blue bars denote
bar proportions for misleading and leading labels. For
venue distribution, we report the examinations of the
first eight venues with the most misleading headlines
due to space limitation.

Presence RatioClickbait Patterns
Dhoju et al. (2019) VMH (Ours)

Demonstrative Adj 0.80 0.61
WH-Words 0.70 0.40
Numbers 0.72 0.60

Modal 0.27 0.20
Superlative 0.30 0.06

Table 2: Clickbait patterns in misleading headlines in
VMH to demonstrate the difference between clickbait
detection and misleading video headline task.

240

Investigation of Bias in Annotation Because241

our dataset has many politically relevant videos,242

we also ask annotators’ political leanings to see if it243

biases their annotations. A χ2 test does not suggest 244

that annotations and political leanings are depen- 245

dent (p-value 0.36); indeed the marginal propor- 246

tion of misleading videos are comparable (Demo- 247

cratic: 22.9%, Republican: 22.6%, and Indepen- 248

dent: 33%). 249

We also manually check fifty video headlines 250

to see if their ideologies affected a headline’s as- 251

signed label, finding no substantial consequences. 252

For example, the headline “Charles Blow: Donald 253

Trump is a bigot”, presumably “anti-Trump”, was 254

annotated Representative by an annotator with a 255

“Republican” leaning. 256

Task Subjectivity Motivated by Section 2.2, we 257

examine the annotations that fail to have consen- 258

sus among annotator decisions: there were 1436 259

representative and 159 misleading instances with 260

the perfect agreement, leaving 30% to annotations 261

that had disagreement. In addition to disagreeing 262

on labels, annotators disagree about why they the 263

headline is misleading (Table 3). 264

4 Experiments 265

The misleading headline detection task is challeng- 266

ing because of the inherent subjectivity of the task. 267

It also necessitates multimodal approaches that can 268

consider both the headline and the video to make 269

inferences about the nature of the relationship (rep- 270

resentative or misleading) between the two. Hence, 271

in this section, we benchmark both text-only and 272

multimodal approaches typically used for detect- 273

ing video-text similarity and video-text entailment 274

tasks. 275

Experiment Settings We compare the perfor- 276

mance of models when trained with various com- 277

binations of input features in our dataset. The fea- 278

tures that we consider are headlines (H) and their 279

associated video clips (V ), transcripts (T ), ratio- 280

nales, and sub-rationales (R). 281

For textual feature, we concatenate features as: 282

[SEP] – {Headline [SEP] Transcript [SEP] ra- 283

tionale5 [SEP] sub-rationale}. We also extract 284

embeddings corresponding to two multimodal mod- 285

els. We use VideoCLIP (Xu et al., 2021b) and 286

VLM models (Xu et al., 2021a)) that adopt zero- 287

shot transfer learning to video-text understanding 288

5While gold rationales might not be available during infer-
ence, our objective to study them as features are to highlight
and understand if and how rationales can help improve detec-
tion accuracy in this task. We leave automatic prediction of
the rationales to future work.
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Headlines ID Ann. Rationales Subrationales

81 M The headline does not cover all the The headline is not providing related
content of the video evidence for the video

Lester Holt Interrupted 111 M Neither of above: The headline provides The headline chooses specific words
Trump Repeatedly contradictory information of the video that cannot be supported as fact

97 R - -

42 M The headline does not cover all the The headline chooses specific words
Emily Blunt Weighs In content of the video that cannot be supported as fact
On John Kransinskis 45 M The headline does not cover all the Some specific information from the
Obsession With The content of the video video is not at all reflected in the headline

D... 97 R - -

77 M Neither of above: The headline provides The headline is not providing related
contradictory information of the video evidence for the video

Did This Man Murder
12 M The headline implies more than what The headline uses an excessively

A Beautiful Country what is introduced in the video definitive tone when the video is
Music Producer only suggesting the content

10 M Neither of above: The headline provides (Free Form Input) No mention of her
contradictory information of the video being a country music producer

Table 3: Examples of Samples with Subjectivity. The second headline shows that each annotator’s rationales
are different even when the annotations are the same. The third headline shows an example where annotated
subrationales all vary in their content (e.g., free-form text). ID is Annotator’s ID and Ann. is the annotation result
from each annotator (M: Misleading, R: Representative)

tasks. VideoCLIP trains a transformer model using289

a contrastive objective on paired examples of video-290

text clips that maximize association between tem-291

porarily overlapping text and video segments (Xu292

et al., 2021b). In contrast, VLM is a task-agnostic293

multimodal learning model that uses novel mask-294

ing schemes to improve the learning of multimodal295

fusion between the text and the video.296

We finetune a classification layer that takes in-297

put features extracted from video and text-based298

encoders as described above to predict the label299

associated with a given video-headline pair. The300

details of the finetuning experiments are included301

in Appendix F.302

Data and Evaluation Metrics We divide VMH303

into three sets: 70% for the training set, 15% for the304

valid set, and 15% for the test set. We evaluate us-305

ing the following metrics: accuracy, F1, precision,306

recall, and AUROC score. We report the precision307

and recall scores of the positive class, misleading.308

Each metric is estimated by averaging five repli-309

cates of stratified random splits.310

5 Results311

Experiment Results Table 4 reports the main312

results: the multimodal models that use all the fea-313

tures, {Video Frame + Headline + Transcript + Ra-314

tionale (V+H+T+R)} result in the best performance315

across the board, outperforming text-only based316

model. Adding rationales that provide information317

about the headline and video relationship improves318

metrics across the board. F1-scores drop when tran- 319

scripts are augmented to {Video + Headline} the 320

multimodal models. This could be attributed to the 321

quality of the transcripts automatically extracted 322

from the videos. 323

In the next section, we perform an analysis to 324

validate the utility of the multimodal features in our 325

dataset in a partial-input setting. Furthermore, we 326

explore how the subjectivity in the task can affect 327

the model detection performance. 328

Partial Input Analysis Validating a dataset with 329

a partial-input baseline is now important in multi- 330

modal domains (Thomason et al., 2019). Artifacts 331

in the dataset can lead the models to cheat using 332

shortcut features that can result in poor generaliz- 333

ability (Feng et al., 2019). Thus, in our case, we 334

also experiment with unimodal settings (partial in- 335

put) — {Video} and {Headline} — to ensure that 336

VMH does not contain such artifacts. The results 337

show that using only video or text-based features 338

result in poor F1-scores (0.16 − 0.18) relative to 339

utilizing multimodal features (F1-score: > 0.22). 340

Model Subjectivity Analysis To understand the 341

subjectivity of the task (Section 3), we also report 342

F1-scores on the subset of the dataset, subjective 343

samples (30%), that had low consensus in the an- 344

notation process. Training on this subset, even the 345

best model that utilizes all the features: {Video 346

+ Headline + Transcript + Rationale} only gets 347

an F1-score of 0.12 and 0.10 with the VideoCLIP 348

and VLM models respectively compared to the F1- 349

6



Evaluation MetricsModel Input
Accuracy F1-Score Precision Recall AUROC

BERT
H 0.82 (0.01) 0.16 (0.07) 0.29 (0.14) 0.11 (0.05) 0.60 (0.03)
H + T 0.82 (0.01) 0.16 (0.08) 0.26 (0.11) 0.12 (0.06) 0.58 (0.05)

VideoCLIP

H 0.80 (0.01) 0.16 (0.06) 0.22 (0.05) 0.13 (0.06) 0.56 (0.03)
V 0.79 (0.02) 0.17 (0.03) 0.25 (0.06) 0.14 (0.04) 0.61 (0.05)
V + H 0.79 (0.05) 0.26 (0.09) 0.32 (0.13) 0.24 (0.09) 0.63 (0.06)
V + H + T 0.80 (0.01) 0.21 (0.04) 0.29 (0.06) 0.17 (0.03) 0.62 (0.04)
V + H + T + R 0.88 (0.01) 0.53 (0.06) 0.65 (0.08) 0.44 (0.06) 0.83 (0.04)

VLM

H 0.76 (0.04) 0.18 (0.05) 0.20 (0.06) 0.19 (0.09) 0.58 (0.03)
V 0.83 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 0.51 (0.04)
V + H 0.77 (0.02) 0.22 (0.06) 0.23 (0.05) 0.22 (0.06) 0.57 (0.03)
V + H + T 0.76 (0.01) 0.23 (0.04) 0.23 (0.04) 0.23 (0.04) 0.56 (0.01)
V + H + T + R 0.88 (0.00) 0.56 (0.03) 0.63 (0.02) 0.52 (0.05) 0.84 (0.02)

Table 4: Benchmark Evaluation Results. Rows for each model shows performance with different input features:
headlines (H), videos (V), transcripts (T), and rationales (R). The reported metrics are the average accuracy score,
average F1-score, average Precision score, average Recall score, and average AUROC score of 5 replicates of
stratified random splits of the train, valid, and test sets. The brackets indicate standard deviation for each metric.

scores (i.e., 0.53, 0.56) using the entire training350

set. The degraded performance suggests that the351

difficult instances for humans to reach a consensus352

on might not include any reliable features for the353

model, indicating that high subjectivity is indeed a354

factor leading to poor detection.355

Video-Text Entailment Analysis We further in-356

vestigate how the misleading headline detection357

task differs from other video-text entailment tasks358

by comparing entailment properties and annotated359

labels.360

We use transcripts as video representation and361

headlines to predict each sample’s entailment rela-362

tion. We adopt the RoBERTa NLI model6 to infer363

the relation between the transcript and the headline.364

We average the entailment score between chun-365

ked sentences from transcripts and the headlines to366

compromise the different lengths. To calculate if367

there exists any correlation between entailment pre-368

dictions and the labels, we conduct a t-test (Gerald,369

2018). The p-value is 0.01, which indicates that370

the difference between the two tasks is statistically371

significant.372

Table 5 shows how entailment decisions contra-373

dict the annotator’s judgments. For example, the374

first headline shows a high entailment score with375

the transcript while annotated as misleading with376

the rationale of “The headline does not cover all377

the video content”. The second and third headlines378

are predicted with low entailment scores or “not379

entail” while being annotated as representative by380

majority annotators.381

6fine-tuned on SNLI, MNLI, FEVER-NLI, and ANLI

6 Related Work 382

People have been using social media platforms to 383

converse, diffuse and broadcast their ideas in recent 384

years. However, there has been widespread concern 385

that misinformation is increasing on social media 386

which causes damage to societies (Allcott et al., 387

2019). Some contemporary commentators even 388

describe the current period as “an era of fake news” 389

(Wang et al., 2019). 390

One of the major factors of major misinforma- 391

tion is inaccurate headlines, which pervade social 392

media platforms. Clickbait is characterized by mis- 393

leading headlines, depending on the degree of de- 394

ception the audience experiences (Wei and Wan, 395

2017; Bourgonje et al., 2017). However, clickbait 396

detection problems are distinguished from mislead- 397

ing headlines as they may exaggerate the content 398

but are not particularly misleading (Chen et al., 399

2015). 400

As the spread of fake news appears in many 401

forms of multimedia Aïmeur et al. (2023), sev- 402

eral works are on constructing datasets to enable 403

research on multimodal misleading headline detec- 404

tion. Ha et al. (2018) introduces a dataset (image 405

and text) and focuses on misrepresented headlines 406

on Instagram. Also, Shang et al. (2019) introduces 407

a dataset of Youtube videos with manual annota- 408

tions generated by misleading seed videos from 409

the Youtube recommendation system. This auto- 410

mated sampling method can result in erroneous 411

annotations of misleading headlines. Zannettou 412

et al. (2018) proposes a misleading-labeling mech- 413

anism with both manual and automatic. In this case, 414
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Headlines Transcripts Entail Score Answer

The sounds of emo-
tions

... We use the principles of music to work with rhythm and
melody to regain the functional use of language. Phrase is if
we... ...Nice job. Let’s all. Well You wanna skip this up? Okay.
Do you wanna skip it or singing it? You wanna try to sing it?
Let’s jump to the chorus. Okay? So darling then. Music is what
emotions sound like ...

✓ 0.71 M

There is a double
standard

... Is there a double standard when it comes to transparency
between Trump and Clinton? Well, of course, there’s a double
standard...He’s doing over a hundred foreign deals and he wants
to be both the commander chief and the representative in the
world for the United States... I mean, the difference between
telling somebody you had pneumonia on Sunday instead of
Friday is not even in the same league really. ...

✗ 0.20 R

Honor a Vet I
Warfighters

... Having worked with veterans throughout my career, I know
firsthand the importance of honoring our troops. This veterans
day our series the war fighters and history are partnering with
Team Rub con to create honor event. ...Honor the vets and more
fighters in your life, and share a photo and a story today. Learn
more history dot com honor that. ...

✓ 0.53 R

Table 5: Example of Comparison between Entailment Result and Annotations. The first headline shows high
entailment score with the transcript while annotated as misleading with the rationale of “The headline does not
cover all the content of the video”. The second and third headline are predicted with low entailment score or “not
entail” while being annotated as “representative” by majority annotators.

annotated videos could be biased as manual and415

automatic annotation may not be in consensus.416

Apart from dataset research, previous works fo-417

cus on detecting multimodal fake news by includ-418

ing multimedia features such as false videos, fab-419

ricated images, and audio (Zhang and Ghorbani,420

2020; Masciari et al., 2020; Demuyakor and Opata,421

2022). However, these works feature general forms422

of fake news (i.e., deep-fake videos), not mislead-423

ing headlines. For multimodal models built for mis-424

leading headline detection tasks, Song et al. (2016)425

identified the video thumbnails as a significant fac-426

tor for this task. Zannettou et al. (2018) uses com-427

ments and video’s meta statistics (e.g., number of428

shares ) as novel input features to develop a deep429

variational autoencoder with semi-supervised learn-430

ing. Shang et al. (2019) use a convolutional neural431

network approach with pre-trained ImageNet to432

find the correlation between the neural net features433

and the headline.434

7 Conclusion435

In this paper, we release VMH, the first dataset to436

focus on misleading headlines from social media437

videos. VMH was annotated using a new scheme438

that helps reduce the task’s subjectivity. We verify439

the reliability of the annotations through quality440

control and a through workers’ assessment. More-441

over, we explore the contributing features (e.g.,442

venues and venue kind) to misleading headlines.443

We also conduct a study on how our task is dif- 444

ferent from existing video-text-based tasks (e.g, 445

clickbait, video-text entailment task). Lastly, we 446

benchmark results with multimodal models and 447

show that rationales can play a significant role in 448

grounding video and headline representations for 449

misleading predictions. For future work, we plan 450

to probe for more generalizable features that can 451

indicate misleadingness, and integrate them with 452

model-based features to improve the detection ac- 453

curacy. Moreover, we can apply this research in 454

international and multilingual settings or improve 455

the robustness of the detection models by using 456

adversarial examples. 457

8 Limitations 458

The main limitation of VMH is the issue of sub- 459

jectivity in rationales and label annotation. This 460

may lead to model failure in realistic settings where 461

rationales are not present during inference. To ad- 462

dress this, it will be an interesting direction to use 463

model-generated rationales during inference. This 464

can be attained by investigating ways to garner 465

rationale predictions using generative multimodal 466

language models (OpenAI, 2023). We believe our 467

results can help further research interest in this di- 468

rection by showing the utility of rationale features. 469
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9 Ethical Considerations470

We address ethical considerations for dataset pa-471

pers, given that our work proposes a new dataset472

VMH. We reply to the relevant questions posed in473

the ACL 2022 Ethics FAQ.7474

To collect VMH videos, we follow the commu-475

nity guidelines by Facebook by using publicly avail-476

able videos that are accessible with public-view477

only accounts. Our study was pre-monitored by an478

official IRB review board to protect the participants’479

privacy rights. Moreover, the identity characteris-480

tics of the participants were self-identified by the481

workers by answering the survey questions.482

Prior to distributing the survey, we collected con-483

sent forms for the workers to agree that their an-484

swers would be used for academic purposes. The485

workers in the MTurk Platform are compensated486

over 10 USD an hour. We targeted a rate higher487

than the US national minimum wage of 7.50 USD.488

Even though we understand that VMH may be po-489

tentially exploited to make misleading content in490

the future, we emphasize the scale and the impact491

of its social goods in that it provides the resource492

to combat multimodal misinformation online today.493

As VMH is the first dataset that introduces video for494

misleading headline detection, we believe it will495

serve as a starting point in the research community496

to overcome the task.497
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A Selection of Venues 703

We selected videos introduced by Rony et al. (2017) 704

where the videos were created by mainstream me- 705

dia consisting of 25 most circulated print media and 706

43 most-watched broadcast media , and unreliable 707

media cross-checked by two sources, information- 708

beautiful8 and Zimdars (2016) in the US. These 709

were selected to include a broad range of media 710

outlets that may include misinformation. 711

B Annotation Task 712

Example of Pilot Study As demonstrated in Fig- 713

ure 5, our pilot study revealed that asking one ques- 714

tion whether the video headline represented the 715

video caused much confusion around the word rep- 716

resents, making it too ambiguous for the workers 717

to answer the question properly. After a few inter- 718

actions with workers, we found that this was due 719

to the inherent subjectivity of the Misleading Video 720

Headline Detection Task.

Figure 5: Example of Pilot Study. The word "repre-
sents" was too ambiguous for the audience, causing the
annotators to interpret the task differently; thus it was
difficult for them to consider the misleadingness of a
headline.
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C Questions for Headline Property722

We found out from a preliminary survey that merely723

asking a question, how well do you think the video724

headline represents the video content causes confu-725

sion among workers due to the question’s inherent726

subjectivity. We assume that for different types of727

headlines, people follow different cognitive pro-728

cesses when assessing the headline’s misleading-729

ness. Thus, we first assess the properties of the730

headline and ask the following questions. Exam-731

ples are in Table 6 and Table 7.732

Opinionated Statement If the worker chooses733

that a given headline is a opinionated statement, the734

consecutive question would be Do you have prior735

knowledge about the statement in the headline to736

make a judgment on the statement? to assess their737

original opinion stated in the headline. After watch-738

ing the video, the workers are asked Assuming that739

the information provided by the video is correct,740

how would you rate the following statement?741

The video justifies the opinion in the headline.742

This question specifically asks to find the congru-743

ence between the video’s message and the opinion744

stated in the headline. If the worker finds the video745

content appropriate enough to match the headline,746

they are expected to select Agree. Then we con-747

clude that the final label of the video headline is748

representative.749

Neither Statement If the worker chooses that750

a given headline is a neither statement, the con-751

secutive question would be Write down what you752

expect to see in a video to assess their background753

knowledge about the headline and what they expect754

to see in the video. After watching the video, the755

workers are asked Assuming that the information756

provided by the video is correct, how would you757

rate the following statement? The video talks758

about the video. This question specifically asks759

to find the congruence between the video’s mes-760

sage and the information in the headline. If the761

worker finds the video content appropriate enough762

to match the headline, they are expected to select763

Agree. Then we conclude that the final label of the764

video headline is representative.765

Factual/Opinionated Question If the worker766

chooses that a given headline is in the form of767

question, he would be asked the same questions768

for both factual and opinionated questions. Before769

watching the video, the consecutive question would770

be Write down what you expect to see in a video to771

assess their background knowledge about the head- 772

line and what they expect to see in the video. After 773

watching the video, the workers are asked Assum- 774

ing that the information provided by the video is 775

correct, how would you rate the following state- 776

ment? The information provided by the video 777

helps you answer the question in the headline. 778

This question specifically asks to find an answer to 779

the question in the headline, assuming that video 780

content is expected to contain the information that 781

the headline is inquiring about. If the worker de- 782

cides that the video content cannot answer or has 783

insufficient information, they are expected to select 784

Disagree. Then we conclude that the final label of 785

the video headline is misleading. 786

D Quality Control and Assessment 787

Pre-qualification Test We restrict this task to the 788

workers in the United States given that they have 789

a higher possibility of being fluent in the verbal 790

and literal understanding of English. Before the 791

workers participate in the HIT, we prepare a pre- 792

liminary qualification test that the workers must 793

pass to start the HIT. All the participants must take 794

this pre-qualification test, given multi-choice ques- 795

tions such as “How representative is the video?” 796

and “How would you rewrite the headline.” When 797

they receive a score of 100, they are qualified to 798

participate in the following HITs. This process 799

is included to ensure that the participants have the 800

capacity to integratively comprehend the video con- 801

tent and video headline, and then draw out an accu- 802

rate video label. 803

Synthesized Headlines in Accuracy Check Ques- 804

tions Table 8 shows examples of synthesized 805

headlines in accuracy check questions. Accuracy 806

check questions that are synthetically created to 807

be always misleading (obviously false). For each 808

annotator, we calculate the ratio between the num- 809

ber of correct answers and the number of accuracy 810

check questions to select competent annotators. 811

MACE We compute MACE, a Bayesian 812

approach-based metric that takes into account the 813

credibility of the annotator and their spamming 814
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Factual Opinionated Neither
Statement Statement Statement

Biden was not elected in 2020
Best ways to make oatmeal

Great Depression
(The word ‘best’ is open to interpretation)

Trump has 10 children
The power of healthy food

Make your own coconut milk
(The word ‘healthy’ is open to interpretation)

She provided tips for making oatmeal
Vulgar language from Trump

Tips for making oatmeal
(The word ‘vulgar’ is open to interpretation)

Trump to Biden: ’You’re the Puppet’
5 minutes of truth

Trump’s wife(The word ‘truth’ may imply different
things depending on your experience)

Table 6: Examples for Selecting Statement Headline Categories

Factual Question Opinionated Question

Did Trump win the election?
VP debate: Do you want a “you’re hired" president?

(The question is asking for your personal preference)

When were the first automobiles invented?
What started the French revolution?

(The question is asking something that is open to different interpretations)

Do you check the temperature every day?
What if I made you eat worms?

(The question is asking for your personal preference)

Table 7: Annotators are given five headline properties to choose what kind of sentence headline is.

Original Headline Synthesized Headlines Groundings
This woman takes some of the most This man takes some of the most False (because it is a “woman" not

dangerous selfies in the world dangerous selfies in the world a man who is taking selfies in the video)

Baby Girl Gets Adorably Upset Baby Boy Gets Adorably False (because it is a “girl" not
When Parents Kiss In Front Of Her When Parents Kiss In Front Of Him a boy who cries in the video)

Trump to Clinton: ’You’re the Puppet’ Trump to Biden: ’You’re the Puppet’
False (because It is “Clinton" not

Biden that counters Trump in the video)

Toyota created a mini robot companion Honda created a mini robot companion
False (because It is “Toyota" not
Honda mentioned in the video)

Table 8: Examples of Synthesized Headlines for Accuracy-check Questions

preference (Hovy et al., 2013).815

for i = 1, · · · , N :816

Ti ∼ Uniform817

for j = 1, · · · ,M :818

Sij ∼ Bernoulli(1− θj)819

if Sij = 0 :820

Aij = Ti821

else :822

Aij ∼ Multinomial(ξj),823

where N denotes the number of headlines, T de-824

notes the number of the true labels, and M denotes825

the number of workers. Sij denotes the spam indi-826

cator of worker j for annotating headline i, while 827

Aij denotes the annotation of worker j for headline 828

i. θ and ξ each denotes the parameter of worker 829

j’s trustworthiness and spam pattern. We add Beta 830

and Dirichlet priors on θ and ξ respectively. The 831

assumption in the generative process is that an an- 832

notator always produces the correct label when he 833

does not show a spam pattern which helps in ex- 834

cluding the labels that are not correlated with the 835

correct label. Here, our parameter of interest is θ 836

which stands for the trustworthiness of each worker. 837

We apply Paun et al. (2018)’s implementation to 838

obtain posterior distributions (samples) of θ and 839

calculate point estimates. 840
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E Other Feature Distribution841

The venue kind Website show higher percentage842

(29%) of creating misleading headlines (Table 9).843

On the other hand, because the proportions of mis-844

leading headlines are fairly uniform in the 1) pro-845

portions of news topics, 2) headline properties, and846

3) venue credibility, it suggests that the three fea-847

tures are less prone to be an indicator for mislead-848

ing headlines (The proportions of each label in the849

three features are reported in Table 10, 11 and 12).850

Annotated LabelsVenue Kind
Representative Misleading

Broadcast 0.85 0.15
Cable 0.85 0.15

Newspaper 0.87 0.13
Website 0.71 0.29

Table 9: Website shows more proportion of creating
misleading headlines than other categories in the venue
kind feature, which suggests that venue kind feature
may be an indicator of representativeness of a headline.

Annotated LabelsHeadline Topics
Representative Misleading

Entertainment 0.86 0.14
Food 0.86 0.14

Others 0.81 0.19
Politics 0.85 0.15

Table 10: There was no significant difference in the
proportions of topics, which suggests that topic feature
is not strong indicator for misleadingness.

Annotated LabelsHeadline Properties
Representative Misleading

Factual Statement 0.86 0.14
Opinionated Statement 0.84 0.16

Neither Statement 0.83 0.17
Factual Question 0.81 0.19

Opinionated Question 0.72 0.28

Table 11: There was no significant difference in the
proportions of properties, which suggests that property
feature is not strong indicator for misleadingness.

F Finetuning Details of Baseline Models851

We finetune both VideoCLIP and VLM on a A6000852

GPU using the Adam optimizer with learning rate853

0.00002, weight decay ratio 0.001, and batch size854

Annotated LabelsVenue Credibility
Representative Misleading

High 0.86 0.14
Mostly Factual 0.84 0.16

Mixed 0.85 0.15
Low 0.81 0.19

Unknown 0.85 0.15

Table 12: There was no significant difference in the pro-
portions of properties, which suggests that the headline
property feature is not strong indicator for misleading-
ness.

8 for 10 epochs. For text encoders and video en- 855

coders, we directly use the best checkpoints from 856

the pretrained VideoCLIP and VLM models. We 857

concatenate encoder outputs, the pooled video and 858

text features, and learn fully connected layer opti- 859

mized with Cross Entropy loss. For partial input 860

experiments, we assign zeros to text or video en- 861

coder inputs. 862
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(a) Question 1 (b) Question 2

(d) Question 4(c) Question 3

(e) Question 5 (f) Question 6

Figure 6: Survey Example Distributed in Mturk
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